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Rajasthan is one of the most exotic tourist destinations of India, which is the most prominent with
tourists from around the world. In this colorful state, tourists can experience a number of amazing
attractions such as geographical diversity, tradition, rich history, rich cultural heritage, rich culture
rich in flora and fauna, historic towns, villages, vast Thar Desert and many others. In fact, Rajasthan
tour provides a number of amazing options to observe many gorgeous attractions. The beauty of
Rajasthan never fails to steal the heart of its tourists. So a number of tourists from all over the world
come to India to get a great experience of their trip. Heritage tourism, cultural tourism, historical
tourism, adventure tourism, festival tourism eco-tourism, ecotourism are the main attractions of
Rajasthan, which can be visited with the help of Rajasthan tour. In fact, each destinations of
Rajasthan has something special to explore.

Rajasthan is the best state for all categories of tourism, which gives a strong and towers of the
palace to observe many enchanting monuments, historical tours, camel safari tours, tours golden
triangle and many more. Rajasthan tour provides its tourists a golden chance to experience all these
options during their trip to Rajasthan. The wonderful state is rightly well-known as the land of
monuments because of its numerous wonderful monuments. Forts, palaces, Havelis, heritage
hotels, temples, museums, etc are the major attractions of this colorful state. Rajasthan is dotted
with numerous destinations such as Jodhpur, Udaipur City Palace, Jaipur Pink City Palace,
Junagarh Fort, Dargarh Ajmer, Pushkar Temples, Havelis Bikaner, Jaipur Amber Fort, Kumbhalgarh
Fort, Udaipur Lake Palace, Jodhpur Umaid Bhawan Palace, Chittorgarh Fort and many more, which
can be observed with the help of Rajasthan tour.

If you have desire to observe the flora and fauna rich Rajasthan, you should opt for Rajasthan tour,
which permit its tourists to explore some of the famous wildlife parks and sanctuaries. There are
some of the wonderful national parks and Sanctuaries such as Ranthambhore National Park,
Keoladeo Ghana Bird Sanctuary Sariska National Park and many more. During trip to Rajasthan,
tourists can enjoy camel safari and observe the undulating sand dunes of the state.
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